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Hello everyone, 

 

we are so sorry to have this news, but Rhiannon Fish has to cancel his appearance in Brussels next year. We are deeply sorry about that but, as you 

know, these things can happen anytime. Despite her managers allowed us to change the dates and confirmed her to come to our event during those 

dates. 

 

Anyway, we know it will be an amazing edition with our confirmed guests Sachin Sahel, Jarod Joseph, Richard Harmon, Lindsey Morgan from The 

100, and do not forget we also have the Bloodynightcon Europe during the same days, so you can also count with Paul Wesley, Steven R.McQueen, 

Riley Voelkel, Zach Roerig, Quinzy Fouse and Daniel Gillies, from The Vampire Diaries, The Originals and Legacies. 

 

Regarding the changes and refunds of Rhiannon Fish extras, please read below the information about what you can do: 

 

INCLUDED PHOTO If you chose Rhiannon, you will be able to go to any other of the REGULAR guests with your Rhiannon included 

photo op ticket. 

 

*We won't accept other changes. 

** We won't accept refunds. 

BOUGHT SINGLE PHOTO OP You will be able to use the ticket of Rhiannon photo op to go to: 

Sachin Sahel single photo op 

Richard Harmon single photo op 

Quinzy Fouse single photo op 

Zach Roerig single photo op 

Riley Voelkel single photo op 

Steven R.McQueen single photo op 

 

*We will not accept other changes. 

**You can ask the refund of the photo ops after the event (read below how) 

BOUGHT DOUBLE PHOTO OP You will be able to use the ticket of Rhiannon + Richard DUO photo op to go to: 

Richard + Lindsey duo photo op 
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*We will not accept other changes. 

**You can ask the refund of the photo ops after the event (read below how) 

BOUGHT AUTOGRAPH You will be able to use the ticket of Rhiannon autograph to go to: 

Sachin Sahel autograph  

Richard Harmon autograph  

Quinzy Fouse autograph  

Zach Roerig autograph  

Riley Voelkel autograph  

Steven R.McQueen autograph  

 

*We will not accept other changes. 

**You can ask the refund of the autographs after the event (read below how) 

MEETING ROOM You will be able to use the ticket of Rhiannon Meeting Room to go to: 

Sachin Sahel Meeting Room 

Richard Harmon Meeting Room 

Quinzy Fouse Meeting Room 

Zach Roerig Meeting Room 

Riley Voelkel Meeting Room 

Steven R.McQueen Meeting Room 

 

*We will not accept other changes. 

** We won't accept refunds. 

 

 

CHANGES & REFUND INFORMATIONS ➢Changes of products will be available only in the event using the tickets of Rhiannon products 

you will find inside the envelope during the registration time. 
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➢You cannot use the tickets of Rhiannon single photo op or autograph for partial changes. 

 

➢You will be able to use the ticket of Rhiannon single photo op or autograph to attend the photo ops 

or autographs of the accepted guests under your own decision during the event. If you have doubts 

about it, ask to the staff in situ. 

 

➢We do not accept refunds in included photos and Meeting Room. 

 

➢We do not accept different changes than the specified ones for every product. 

 

➢To get the refunds, you need to give the ticket of Rhiannon single photo op or autograph without 

any modification and/or breaks in the merchandise zone at the end of the event. IMPORTANT: 

Include your complete name, email and pass number. 

 

➢The organization will send an email to any person who gave the ticket during the next days after 

the event. 

 

➢Refunds will only be by bank wire during the next days after the event. 

 

➢If you want to use your ticket for partial payments of upcoming events by KLZ Events, give 

the ticket to the merchandise zone after the event also including your complete name, email and 

pass number. 

 

If you have any doubt please contact us at: onehundredcon@klzevents.com 

 

Thank you for your understanding. 

 

KLZ Events 
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